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Evaluate Print Books and Ebooks: brief CRAAP evaluation criteria

Currency: Timeliness of the information
 When was the information published or 

posted?
 Any updating or revision on information?
 Science, IT, and health topics need info as 

recent as possible.
 For websites, the links must be functional, 

revised or updated within the last 2 years.

Relevance: Meets information needs
 Does the information answers to your 

topic’s needs at the appropriate level; not 
too simple?

 Have you checked through a pool of sources 
before selecting which ones to use?

 Do you think that your sources are 
convincing enough for your audience?

Authority: Source of the information
 Is the author an established expert in his 

field?
 Who is the publisher, sponsor or source 

and can they be contacted for 
verification?

 For websites check the URL  e.g. credible 
ones are .edu .gov

Accuracy: Reliability, truthfulness 

and correctness of the content.
 Where does the information come from 

and is it supported by evidence?
 Has the information been reviewed or 

refereed especially for journal articles?
 Is the information objective, with 

proper proofreading?

Purpose: The 

reason the 
information exists.
 Is the information 

fact or opinion?
 Is it to inform, teach, 

entertain, sell or use 
as propaganda?

 Read the preface for 
book to check 
author’s views.

 Evidence for opinion 
is supported by facts 
and statistics.

Ref: 
http://www.csuchico.e
du/lins/handouts/eval
_websites.pdf

http://www.csuchico.edu/lins/handouts/eval_websites.pdf


CRAAP Evaluation for Print Books

Do not evaluate a book base on its catalog 
record.

Examine the book physically especially the 
title and verso page, read the preface as to 
see what the author(s) say about their 
own work, check the contents and look for 
the presence of bibliographical references
to indicate the author did research for his 
book.

Read what the publisher’s editors have to 
say upon reviewing the book. Established 
academic publishers maintains the quality
and reputation of their books by engaging 
experts in their field as authors.

Currency: is the information up to date?
The copyright date is on the verso page (page after the title page).  
Is it the latest edition or published in recent years especially for IT and 
technology books.

Relevance: does it meet your research topic?
Check the contents page and also index(s) for relevant topics.

Authority: Is the author established in his field and is the publisher an 
academic one?
Check the Preface to identify the purpose of the book and such contents 
are necessary. Look for other works by this same author. Check the 
background of the author (where did he graduate from). Check the 
background of the publisher (is it a university press, government agency or 
established academic publisher like Sage, Cengage, etc.)

Accuracy: Is the information correct, reliable, based on proven facts?
Check for footnotes, bibliographical references that verifies the author’s 
work.



CRAAP Evaluation for Print Books: Example

Organizational Behaviour, 8th

edition, 2013 by Buchanan & 
Huczynski.  Publisher’s Note.

Verso Page for publication details.
Since first published in 1985 until the 
latest edition in 2013.

Sample page with references.
Author is writing based on research.



Evaluate Print Books: More Tips to Evaluate Print Books

Ref: http://lib.colostate.edu./howto/evalbk.html

Purpose: Why was the 
book written?
To inform? To persuade? To 
entertain? To teach? To 
provide an overview?

For whom? The audience.
Is the level of the book 
suitable for the level of the 
student?

Publisher: Who published 
the book? University Press? 
Commercial publisher? 
Professional body, trade 
association, or Research 
Center?
Government ministry?
Self-published?

Organization & 
content.
Look at the contents 
page for proper 
headings for topics that 
should be arranged in a 
logical flow.
Look for references and 
indexes as well.

Date of publication.
IT, computing & health 
sciences need recent 
information. Geology, 
history, language 
utilizes older material 
as well.
Timeliness is the key.

Authority/Author.
Is the author an expert in his 
field? What is his current 
position? What are his other 
published materials? Has he 
been bestowed with awards?

Bibliography
There should be references for 
the chapter and also a special 
reference page at the end of the 
book, before the index page.
Check for clear citation, up-to-
date references.

Illustrations
Charts, graphs, maps, 
photographs should be clear and 
professional to support concepts 
taught.

Usefulness
Does the book support 
or refute an argument? 
Any given examples 
such as surveys, case 
studies, incidents, 
primary research 
findings? Provide 
opportunities to 
address topic further?

http://lib.colostate.edu./howto/evalbk.html


Evaluate E-Books: Example from Ebrary

Ebooks can be evaluated according to CRAAP just like print books. 

WILEY

Title page with title, 
subtitle, edition 

statement, author(s), 
editor(s), publisher.



Evaluate E-Books: Example from Ebrary

Ebooks can be evaluated according to CRAAP just like print books. 

Verso page 
with 

publication 
details.

Contents page to see chapter 
headings and flow of topics. 

Check for references and 
index at the end of the pages.

The preface where the
author share his stand 
and viewpoints on his 
book and the topics 

covered.



Evaluate E-Books: Example from Ebrary

Ebooks can be evaluated according to CRAAP just like print books. 

References for this 
book is listed in the 
Notes page before 

the Indexes.

Index for Author and 
Subject for better 

searching.



Please connect with the Library should you need 
to attend further explanation on this guide.

Thank you very much.

Evaluate Print Books and Ebooks


